OBSERVATION BINGO

Make new discoveries as you observe your way through the Gardens!

- Choose one row of activities or do them all.
- Try the same activities in different areas.
- Come back another day and notice how your observations change.

Spend 3 minutes sitting near a plant. Write or draw some of your observations.

Find a plant that starts with any letter in your name.

Find something interesting to observe. Imagine you are looking through a microscope. Make a drawing of what you might see.

Draw a plant. Label all of the parts you know by name.

Listen to a bird call. Can you find the bird with your eyes?

How many different things can you find that are made out of wood?

Invent an animal that lives in water and find a place in the garden where your animal could live.

Find something that is both smooth and rough.

Count how many different path materials you walk on.